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Welcome to ART+OBJECT’s third fi ne art catalogue for 2012. In recent years 
A+O has made a virtue of standalone and distinct photography catalogues. 
Our desire has been  to approach the medium on its own merits and allow 
collectors to focus on the variety of practice and technical processes unique 
to the medium in both traditional (or analogue as it has latterly come to be 
referred to) and digital iterations. 

Whilst photography can be referred to a specifi c genre it is also simply art and 
this is ultimately the context the work is created within and refers to. In this 
catalogue A+O has chosen to exhibit and contextualise photography within this 
wider perspective. This too refl ects the more usual way in which art is viewed. 
It is quite rare to see collections that are strictly genre focussed.

In this catalogue it is possible to review the work of our key photographic 
practitioners alongside their peer artists and to an extent dissolve the 
defi nition of photography by asking the question not is it a good photograph 
but a successful work of art. It is an interesting inquiry when examining works 
as diverse as Peter Peryer’s unremitting gaze in Self Portrait with Rooster and 
the work by Richard Killeen which adorns the cover of this catalogue. Both 
address the human condition via the emblem of the lone male fi gure; how they 
advance these hypotheses is addressed in illuminating essays by John Hurrell 
and Laurence Simmons respectively.

ART+OBJECT Launches New Website

We invite you to log into www.artandobject.co.nz to view A+O’s new website. 
We have been working on this new improved internet platform for the last six 
months with BKA Interactive and hope you fi nd the A+O online experience 
one you will enjoy as often as possible. As well as a design that we trust is 
easy on the eye you will fi nd a number of features unique to any auction site in 
New Zealand. The key new addition is a fully searchable sales database from 
which you will be able to access our past sales results by artist and genre. This 
will assist you in comparing works in the current catalogue or in undertaking 
research on works that have been off ered in the past. 
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Richard Killeen
Two Men

oil on board, 1968
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Rear cover:

Edith Amituanai
White Sunday

LED print, 3/5, 2003

Lot #8
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Important Paintings 
and Contemporary Art
Auction Highlights

26 April 2012

Judy Millar 
Untitled
oil and acrylic on 
canvas, 2005 
$30 881

Paul Dibble 
Feather
cast bronze, 2006 
$62 906

Michael Parekowhai 
Atarangi
powder-coated 
aluminium, 2003 
$80 062

Peter Stichbury 
Savannah
acrylic on linen 
$57 187

Don Binney 
Sunday City Domain
oil on board, 1969 
$140 000

Peter Robinson 
The Face
acrylic and oilstick 
on paper, 2004 
$20 083





Objects and 
Modern Design
Auction Highlights

24 May 2012

Len Castle
Inverted Volcano 
moulded vase
l.845mm
$9614

Martin Poppelwell
Red Skull
$1758

Len Castle
Sulphurous bowl
d.415mm
$8793

Len Castle
Hawk head alkaline bowl
d.340mm
$4338

John Chrichton
Mosaic wall charger
d.400mm
$1055

Len Castle
Lava lake bowl
d.415mm
$4924

Len Castle
Lava lake bowl
d.540mm
$5862

Theo Schoon
Carved pounamu 
pendant
$5745

Ann Robinson
Scallop bowl
h.260mm
$21 105

Len Castle
Lava lake bowl
d.470mm
$5393

Len Castle
Sulphurous bowl
d.420mm
$7035

Len Castle
Stoneware bottle vase 
with tenmoku glaze
h.417mm
$4103

Len Castle
Stoneware bottle vase 
with tenmoku glaze
h.335mm
$2345

Len Castle
Stoneware bottle vase 
with tenmoku glaze
h.285mm
$1758

Len Castle
Crater lake bowl
d.535mm
$4690

Len Castle
Inverted Volcano 
moulded vase
l.865mm
$7973
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Peter Peryer, Les and Milly Paris, 26 November 1989



A portrait of New Zealand’s most  
famous private art collection, at auction.  

Over two evenings: September 19th  
and September 20th, 2012.

www.artandobject.co.nz

The Les and Milly Paris 
Collection



A+O announce a rare offeringA+O announce a rare offering
of handpicked Scandinavianof handpicked Scandinavian
and British mid-20th Centuryand British mid-20th Century
design from the collection ofdesign from the collection of
a long-term London-baseda long-term London-based
aficionado recently relocatedaficionado recently relocated
to New Zealand.to New Zealand.

The catalogue will focus onThe catalogue will focus on
authentic and high-qualityauthentic and high-quality
examples from leadingexamples from leading
designers including Peterdesigners including Peter
Hvidt, Robert Heritage, ArneHvidt, Robert Heritage, Arne
Vodder and Hans Wegner.Vodder and Hans Wegner.

Auction: October 25th, 2012Auction: October 25th, 2012



INHALE

Cinematic Installation

6 July – 25 August 2012

THE GUS FISHER GALLERY

EXHALE

Prints + Paintings

3 July – 2 September 2012

THE PAH HOMESTEAD

TSB BANK WALLACE ARTS CENTRE

www.vincentwardfilms.com

VINCENT 
WARD
Twin

exhibitions:

THE PAH HOMESTEAD

TSB Bank Wallace Arts Centre

72 Hillsborough Road

Hillsborough, Auckland

+64 9 639 2010

www.tsbbankwallaceartscentre.org.nz

Tue to Fri 10am to 3pm

Sat + Sun 10am to 5pm

THE GUS FISHER GALLERY

The University of Auckland

74 Shortland Street

Auckland Central

+64 9 923 6646

www.gusfishergallery.auckland.ac.nz

Tue to Fri 10am to 3pm

Sat 12pm to 4pmImage: Vincent Ward

Born in a Caul 2011. Photograph. 

Courtesy of the artist

VincentWardfilms
VINCENTWARDFILMS.COM





Art & Object on TourArt & Object on Tour

MONA, Hobart, Tasmania MONA, Hobart, Tasmania 
27–30 October, 201227–30 October, 2012

Join A+O for our inaugural art tour to MONA, the Museum of Old Join A+O for our inaugural art tour to MONA, the Museum of Old 
and New Art – one of the great contemporary art experiences in the and New Art – one of the great contemporary art experiences in the 
Southern Hemisphere. Southern Hemisphere. 

Earlier this year A+O’s Hamish Coney travelled to Hobart to visit Earlier this year A+O’s Hamish Coney travelled to Hobart to visit 
MONA – he describes MONA as one of the most incredible art MONA – he describes MONA as one of the most incredible art 
museums he has ever seen, ‘MONA is both an architectural wonder, museums he has ever seen, ‘MONA is both an architectural wonder, 
hewn from the sandstone cliffs on the Derwent River and a magnificent hewn from the sandstone cliffs on the Derwent River and a magnificent 
collection of large scale contemporary artwork – signature works collection of large scale contemporary artwork – signature works 
by Damian Hirst, Wim Delvoye, Paul McCarthy, Chris Ofili, Anselm by Damian Hirst, Wim Delvoye, Paul McCarthy, Chris Ofili, Anselm 
Keifer, Jannis Kounellis and Francis Upritchard are displayed alongside Keifer, Jannis Kounellis and Francis Upritchard are displayed alongside 
priceless Egyptian Mummies and antiquities. It is referred to as the priceless Egyptian Mummies and antiquities. It is referred to as the 
museum of sex and death and once you’ve seen the collection and the museum of sex and death and once you’ve seen the collection and the 
incredible structure that is MONA you’ll be left breathless.’incredible structure that is MONA you’ll be left breathless.’

MONA also stages  international curated exhibitions – during the A+O MONA also stages  international curated exhibitions – during the A+O 
tour we will be able to view not just the MONA collection but also the tour we will be able to view not just the MONA collection but also the 
major exhibition major exhibition Theatre of the WorldTheatre of the World curated by Jean-Hubert Martin. curated by Jean-Hubert Martin.

A+O has teamed with Glen Armstrong Art Tours from House of Travel A+O has teamed with Glen Armstrong Art Tours from House of Travel 
to tailor a tour for New Zealand art fans to experience MONA and the to tailor a tour for New Zealand art fans to experience MONA and the 
cuisine and charm of Hobart. When you see the itinerary you’ll realise cuisine and charm of Hobart. When you see the itinerary you’ll realise 
that MONA is much more than an art museum. Only 15 places on that MONA is much more than an art museum. Only 15 places on 
the MONA tour are available so please register your interest at your the MONA tour are available so please register your interest at your 
earliest convenience.earliest convenience.

For all details, pricing and schedule contact: For all details, pricing and schedule contact: 

Glen Armstrong Glen Armstrong 
House of Travel House of Travel 
Glen@hot.co.nz Glen@hot.co.nz 
tel +64 9 525 2363tel +64 9 525 2363

Or contact: Or contact: 

Hamish Coney Hamish Coney 
ART+OBJECT ART+OBJECT 
hamish@artandobject.co.nz hamish@artandobject.co.nz 
tel + 64 9 354 4646tel + 64 9 354 4646

To view MONA online visit mona.net.auTo view MONA online visit mona.net.au

Photo courtesy of MONA/Leigh Carmichael.Photo courtesy of MONA/Leigh Carmichael.



Maori & Oceanic Maori & Oceanic 
Art, Rare Books Art, Rare Books 
and Photographs and Photographs 
November 2012November 2012

The sale will include other important The sale will include other important 
historic carvings and artwork from historic carvings and artwork from 
the Buried Village collection, Maori the Buried Village collection, Maori 
weapons and cloaks togethe with weapons and cloaks togethe  with r
the Harry Pappafl oratos collection the Harry Pappafl oratos collection 
of oceanic art and an off ering of fi ne of oceanic art and an off ering of fi ne 
Solomon island pieces . Solomon island pieces . 

The rare book catalogue will The rare book catalogue will 
feature an important private feature an important private 
collection including  collection including  The Voyages of 
Captain Cook, early New Zealand , early New Zealand 
botanical books, New Zealand botanical books, New Zealand 
provincial  histories and a fi rst edition provincial  histories and a fi rst edition 
of Labillardiere’s of Labillardiere’s In Search of la In Search of la 
PerousePerouse, 1800., 1800.

Selected further entries invited.Selected further entries invited.

Contact:Contact:

James ParkinsonJames Parkinson
James@artandobject.co.nzJames@artandobject.co.nz
09 354 464609 354 4646
021 222 8184021 222 8184

Pam PlumblyPam Plumbly
Rare Book ConsultantRare Book Consultant
Pam@artandobject.co.nzPam@artandobject.co.nz
09 354 464609 354 4646
021 448 200021 448 200

A pair of important and A pair of important and 
historic fi gural boards carved historic fi gural boards carved 
by Tene Waitere in 1903 for by Tene Waitere in 1903 for 
the Geyser Observation the Geyser Observation 
rotunda at Whakarewarewa.rotunda at Whakarewarewa.
From the collection of the From the collection of the 
Buried Village, Te Wairoa.Buried Village, Te Wairoa.

$90 000 – $120 000$90 000 – $120 000



Asian art 
November 2012

A+O’s second specialist Asian art 
sale will include the balance of the 
Leo Tattersfi eld jade collection, a fi ne 
Chinese ivory Bodhisattva fi gure, 
the Henning snuff  bottle collection, 
items from the scholars table 
including brush pots and scholars 
stones together with an extensive 
off ering of Chinese and Japanese 
porcelain and pottery. 

Further entries invited.

Contact:

James Parkinson
James@artandobject.co.nz
09 354 4646
021 222 8184

Giulia Rodighiero
Asian Art Specialist
Giulia@artandobject.co.nz
09 354 4646

The female deity Uma, 
Khmer, 12-13th century 
sandstone, H.930mm

$10 000 – $20 000



David Cook collection 
of fine decorative arts
November 2012

David Cook and his son Richard will be 
remembered by antique connoisseurs 
as leading dealers of English, European 
and Chinese decorative arts. They were 
a fixture of the Auckland antiques scene 
occupying three separate shop spaces 
in central Auckland from 1946 to 1991.

The catalogue features many fine pieces 
from their collection and the stock in 
trade of the business which has been 
stored since 1991. This sale will include 
an excellent offering of antique furniture, 
silver, porcelain, pottery, Chinese 
ceramics and glass. The catalogue will 
also include a selection of John Kinder 
drawings, watercolours and documents 
with superb provenance.

Selected further entries invited.

James Parkinson 
James@artandobject.co.nz 
09 354 4646 
021 222 8184

Hamish Coney 
Hamish@artandobject.co.nz 
09 354 4646 
021 509 550

A Japanese lacquer 
cabinet on English 

gilt-wood stand, 18th 
Century (detail)

$25 000 – $35 000



Auction

Tuesday 7 August, 2012 at 6.00pm 
ART+OBJECT, 3 Abbey Street, Newton, Auckland

Opening Preview

Thursday 2 August, 6.00 – 8.30pm 
ART+OBJECT, 3 Abbey Street, Newton, Auckland

Viewing

Friday 3 August 9.00am – 5.00pm 

Saturday 4 August 11.00am – 4.00pm 

Sunday 5 August 11.00am – 4.00pm 

Monday 6 August 9.00am – 5.00pm 

Tuesday 7 August 9.00am – 2.00pm

Important Photographs  
and Contemporary Art



1

Fiona Pardington 
Huia Beak and Claw Jewellery

gelatin silver hand-print, artist’s proof 
title inscribed, signed and dated 2002 
verso 
140 x 110mm

Provenance: Private collection, 
Christchurch.

$1500 – $2000

3

Fiona Pardington 
Oracle No. 2

unique gelatin silver print and collage in 
artist’s original frame 
artist’s name, title and date (1987-88) 
printed on original catalogue label 
affixed verso 
475 x 390mm

$4000 – $6000

2

Fiona Pardington 
Little River Female Heitiki, Ngai Tahu

gelatin silver archival hand-print, edition 
of 5 (2002) 
565 x 430mm

Provenance: Private collection, 
Wellington.

$4500 – $6500

4

Fiona Pardington 
Taniwha

gelatin silver prints, diptych (1995) 
450 x 750mm: overall

Provenance: Private collection, Wellington.

Illustrated: Lawrence McDonald (ed), 
Handboek: Ans Westra Photographs 
(Wellington, 2004), p. 99; David Eggleton: 
Into The light: A History of New Zealand 
Photography (Nelson, 2006), p. 159.

$3000 – $5000

A+O Important Photographs & Contemporary Art 18



5

Gavin Hipkins 
The Village (Horse)

type C print, edition of 5 
1525 x 500mm

$3000 – $5000

7

Jae Hoon-Lee 
Residue

type C print, edition of 8 (2009) 
2100 x 1020mm

$5500 – $8000

6

Gavin Hipkins 
Empire (Ship II)

type C print, 2/3 
title inscribed, signed and 
dated ’07 verso 
1000 x 1000mm

Illustrated: Daniel Palmer, 
Empire (Auckland, 2008), p. 7.

$4000 – $6000

8

Edith Amituanai 
White Sunday

LED print, 3/5 
title inscribed, signed Edith Sagapolu and 
dated 2003 and inscribed Ranui PIC Sunday 
School on artist’s original label affixed verso
730 x 730mm

Illustrated: Lara Strongman (ed), 
Contemporary New Zealand Photographers 
(Auckland, 2006), p. 117.

$3500 – $5000

A+O Important Photographs & Contemporary Art 19



9

Michael Parekowhai 
Passchendaele from The Consolation of 
Philosophy – Piko nei te matenga
type C print, edition of 8 (2001) 
1500 x 1200mm

$12 000 – $18 000

10

Michael Parekowhai 
Craig Keller

type C print, edition of 10 
1200 x 975mm

Provenance: Purchased by the current owner 
from Jonathan Smart Gallery, Christchurch, 
circa 2003.

$11 000 – $16 000
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11

Hany Armanious 
Woman with Mushrooms

duraclear print on Perspex, edition 3 of 5 
955 x 795mm 
original Michael Lett label affixed verso

Exhibited: ‘BLOOM: Mutation, Toxicity and the Sublime’, Govett-Brewster Art Gallery, New 
Plymouth 13 December 2003 – 26 February 2004.

Illustrated: Gregory Burke (ed), BLOOM: Mutation, Toxicity and the Sublime 
(Govett-Brewster Gallery, 2004), p. 48; Heather Galbraith and Robert Leonard,  
Morphic Resonance: Hany Armanious (Institute of Modern Art, 20070, unpaginated.

$6000 – $9000

12

Ava Seymour 
Untitled

type C print, 1/5 
title inscribed, signed and dated 1999 verso 
770 x 770mm

$3500 – $5000
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13

Laurence Aberhart 
Rotorua, 18 March, 1993

gold and selenium toned gelatin silver print 
title inscribed, signed and dated and inscribed No. 7 
195 x 245mm

Illustrated: Laurence Aberhart, Gregory O’Brien and 
Justin Paton, Aberhart (Wellington, 2007), pl. 22.

Provenance: Private collection, Wellington.

$2500 – $4000

14

Laurence Aberhart 
Old Bridge Structure from New Bridge, Clutha River, 
Alexandra, December 1980

gold toned gelatin silver print 
title inscribed, signed and dated July – August 1981 
195 x 245mm

Illustrated: Laurence Aberhart, Gregory O’Brien and Justin 
Paton, Aberhart (Wellington, 2007), pl. 29.

Provenance: Private collection, Canterbury.

$4500 – $6500

15

Laurence Aberhart 
Taranaki (The Heavens Declare the Glory of God)

gold and selenium toned gelatin silver print 
title inscribed, signed and dated 14 May, 1986 
195 x 245mm

Illustrated: Laurence Aberhart, Gregory O’Brien and  
Justin Paton, Aberhart (Wellington, 2007), pl. 186.

Provenance: Private collection, Canterbury.

$6500 – $8500
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16

Laurence Aberhart 
Taranaki No. 2, Wanganui 17 November, 2002

gold and selenium toned gelatin silver print 
artist’s name, title and date (2002) printed on original 
catalogue label affixed verso 
195 x 245mm

$4500 – $6500

A+O Important Photographs & Contemporary Art 23



17

Ben Cauchi 
In Sleep (Tracking)

ambrotype 
title inscribed, signed and dated 2007 
420 x 350mm

$3000 – $5000

18

Yvonne Todd 
Homage to Dr Spackman

lightjet print, 1/3 
title inscribed, signed and dated 
25 April 2004 verso 
450 x 312mm

$3000 – $5000

19

Alicia Frankovich 
Fall from Handstand (1)

lambda print, edition of 5 (2006) 
405 x 405mm

Illustrated: Flash Art Italia, No. 271, August – 
September 2008, pp. 204.

$2000 – $3500
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20

Anne Noble 
Ruby’s Room No. 18

type C print, 2/10 
title inscribed, signed and dated 2007; 
inscribed verso from the series Ruby’s 
Room 1999 – 2004
710 x 950mm

$2500 – $3500

22

Peter Hannken 
Pakiri (Pohutukawa)

colour photograph 
title inscribed, signed and dated 
22/3/89 verso 
230 x 390mm

$800 – $1400

21

Anne Noble 
Ruby’s Room No. 22

type C print, 2/10 
title inscribed, signed and dated 2007; 
inscribed verso from the series Ruby’s 
Room 1999 – 2004
710 x 950mm

$2500 – $3500

23

Sam Hartnett 
Palms

chromira print (2006) 
accompanied by certificate of authenticity 
from Sanderson Contemporary Art 
545 x 490mm

$800 – $1200
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24

Peter Peryer 
Christine Mathieson

vintage gelatin silver print 
title inscribed, signed and dated 1977 verso 
238 x 238mm

Exhibited: ‘Peter Peryer: An Introduction’, Dowse 
Art Museum, Lower Hutt, December 16th – 
January 27th 1977-1978.

Provenance: Private Collection, Wellington.

$7000 – $10 000

25

Peter Peryer 
Self Portrait with Rooster

gelatin silver print 
title inscribed, signed and dated 1978 verso 
240 x 235mm

Illustrated: Gregory Burke and Peter 
Weiermair, Second Nature: Peter Peryer 
Photographer (Wellington, 1995), pl. 1.

$7000 – $10 000
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26

Peter Peryer 
My Parents

vintage gelatin silver print 
title inscribed, signed and dated 1979 verso 
238 x 238mm

Illustrated: Gregory Burke and Peter 
Weiermair, Second Nature: Peter Peryer 
Photographer (Wellington, 1995), Plate 2.

$7000 – $10 000

Distinctive because of their starkness and psychological intensity, these five 
late seventies portraits from Peter Peryer look natural, as if the constantly 
brooding artist sought out similarly sullen personalities in desolate 
circumstances so they could wallow and sulk in a collective funk together. 
They look genuine – as if these personalities were spontaneously stumbled 
upon – but it is well known now that these black and white images have had 
their mood skillfully constructed. The artist meticulously planned details such 
as background, props, clothing and facial expression in order to create a 
brooding ambience enhanced by the medium’s tonal extremes.

So these acted out fictions, seemingly so direct, have been stage managed 
and posed, then selectively sharpened by sifting through variations on the 
contact sheet, searching for happy accidents that underline Peryer’s intuitive 
radar for quality.

Let’s look at his five prints in order of their production. The sitters’ names 
provide titles for the images, but that is a convenience. While their facial and 
bodily presence contribute, Peryer’s acute sense of drama is the dominant 
input.

With Erika on Mt Victoria (1976) we see the artist’s wife Erika Parkinson 
standing at the top of Mount Victoria in North Shore, scudding clouds 
behind, distant houses below. Height is used to position her as a 
supernatural being, a scowling and daunting goddess at one with the 
elements and above the world of mortals. She wears a billowing dress, 
the single button straining at the waist hinting at unreleased passion. The 
wind helps achieve a sense of restless abandon, Erika’s pocketed hands 
accentuating a swiveling of the hips, pushing her side into the breeze. 
Her fluttering hair and thin scarf cast a harsh angular shadow over her 
voluptuous piercingly-white pullover. One squinting eye scrutinises the 
camera (in fact she’s blinded by the sun) – the other is hidden.

This ‘Erika’ hovers within a huge halo, its dark borders blurrily truncating the 
image’s corners, suggesting this image was made using a Diana camera with 
a plastic lens. Jim and Mary Barr in their essay for Peryer’s 1985 Sarjeant 
Photographs catalogue say he limited his use of this toy camera to a short 
time in 1975, but this elemental image seems a later possibility.
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27

Peter Peryer 
Erika on Mt Victoria

gelatin silver print 
title inscribed, signed and dated 1976 verso 
172 x 172mm

$6000 – $8000

Christine Mathieson (1977) creates a similar mood. With her furrowed 
brow and raised eyebrows, this model shows a world-weary disdain, a hint 
of exhausted superiority – accompanied by her frenetically uncontrollable 
mass of dark hair. She leans against the white wall of textured concrete, 
her head tilted back, nose almost wrinkled, slightly mocking. Haughty, self 
preoccupied and distant.

Self Portrait with Rooster (1978) is the artist’s most well known self-image. 
Clutching the apprehensive bird, Peryer is wearing a finely textured 
grey suit and facing the camera; in contrast the restrained rooster – in 
profile and tightly gripped – glows in white, loose string hanging from 
its ankles, as if a sacrifice. Linked by name to the disciple who before the 
rooster’s dawn call denied three times knowing Jesus, this perhaps is the 
revenge of all Peters for that humiliating story of betrayal. (The artist looks 
murderous. He was partly raised on farms where he became expert at 
decapitating chickens with an axe.)

The cockerel could also stand for Peryer’s masculinity, an anxiety about 
his sexuality. There is a protectiveness with the proximity of the bird to 
Peryer’s chest. He seems to be identifying with it.

Erika is again used for another constructed persona – but less mythic than 
before. In Erika, Winter (1979) her querulous expression, resulting from 
the chilly temperature, is impatient, about to become harsh. The immobile 
wall of compressed pebbly concrete behind prevents retreat. Her glowing 
right hand – bent at the wrist – pulls the edges of her jacket together, 
while the long scarf draped over her hunched shoulders dangles like 
atrophied limbs, its merged dark tone keeping her tucked under, left real 
arm, well hidden.

The final work, Peryer’s My Parents (1979) is also enigmatic. The 
mysterious dark triangle on the lefthand side is a vertical shadow caused 
by an unseen object – or perhaps something seen, shaded, but out of 
focus. This murky pyramid, distant from the two photographs of the 
married couple (who face away from each other) seems to question the 
possibility of future children, expected progeny, swelling down towards 
its fecund base. A typically subtly loaded Peter Peryer image – playing on 
ambiguities.

John Hurrell
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Peter Peryer 
Erika, Winter

gelatin silver print, 1979 
435 x 295mm

Illustrated: Gregory Burke and Peter 
Weiermair, Second Nature: Peter Peryer 
Photographer (Wellington, 1995), pl. 3.

Provenance: Private collection, Canterbury.

$8000 – $12 000
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Yvonne Todd
Kloteen

lightjet print, edition of 3 
1300 x 920mm

Exhibited: ‘Mixed -up Childhood’ Auckland Art 
Gallery, Feb-May 2005

Illustrated: Art New Zealand volume 115, 
Winter 2005, front cover

Provenance: Private Collection, Auckland.

$10 000 – $17 000
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30

Yvonne Todd
The New Helen Keller

lightjet print, 2/3 
title inscribed, signed and dated 2004 verso 
1200 x 946mm

Exhibited: ’The Bone of Jupiter’, Peter 
McLeavey Gallery, Wellington, 2004

Provenance: the Colenso BBDO Collection, 
Auckland.

$9000 – $15 000
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Ann Shelton 
Frederick B. Butler Collection No. 26. Puke 
Ariki, New Plymouth, Empty Shelf

type C prints, edition of 3 (1 of every edition 
in the series is on long term loan to The 
Chartwell Collection) 
1365 x 965mm

$3000 – $5000

33

Gavin Hipkins 
The Next Cabin, 
Vancouver (Stable)

type C print, 3/8 
title inscribed, signed 
and dated ’06 verso 
600 x 400mm

$1500 – $2500

32

Ann Shelton
Frederick B. Butler Collection No. 17. Puke 
Ariki, New Plymouth, Scrapbooks from: 
Crime 1957 April 23 – May 2 to Crime 1969 
September 1 – 19
type C prints, edition of 3 (1 of every edition in 
the series is on long term loan to The Chartwell 
Collection) 
1365 x 965mm

$3000 – $5000

34

Gavin Hipkins 
The Next Cabin, 
Vancouver (Cabin)

type C print, 3/8 
title inscribed, signed and 
dated ’06 verso 
600 x 400mm

$1500 – $2500

35

Gavin Hipkins 
The Next Cabin

type C print, edition of 8 
600 x 400mm

$1500 – $2500
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36

Brian Brake 
The Dance Troupe

gelatin silver print 
impressed signature stamp 
505 x 406mm

Provenance: from the Estate of Brian Brake.

$2000 – $3000

37

Brian Brake 
The Sydney Opera House

chromogenic colour print 
345 x 231mm

Illustrated: Athol McCredie (ed), Brian Brake: 
Lens on the World (Te Papa, 2010), p. 232.

Provenance: from the Estate of Brian Brake.

$1000 – $1500

38

Brian Brake 
Offerings to the Unknown Dead – Kyoto, 1964

chromogenic colour print 
345 x 495mm

Illustrated: Athol McCredie (ed), Brian Brake: Lens 
on the World (Te Papa, 2010), p. 195.

Provenance: Gifted by the artist to the current 
owner; Private collection, Australia.

$5000 – $8000
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39

Robin Morrison 
Fred Flutey in his paua shell living room, Bluff

vintage cibachrome print 
235 x 362mm

Illustrated: Robin Morrison, The South Island of 
New Zealand: From The Road (Martinborough, 
1981), p. 155.

$4000 – $6000

41

Robin Morrison 
The Hydra Bacon Factory

cibachrome print 
original Auckland Museum, Robin 
Morrison: Photographer travelling 
exhibition label affixed verso 
260 x 390mm

Provenance: from the collection of the 
artist’s estate.

$4000 – $6000

40

Robin Morrison 
Pink Caravan, Harwood, Otago Peninsula

vintage cibachrome print 
235 x 362mm

Illustrated: Robin Morrison, The South Island of 
New Zealand: From The Road (Martinborough, 
1981), p. 79.

$4000 – $6000

42

Robin Morrison 
Portrait of Robin White 
before Harbour Cone, 
Otago Peninsula

cibachrome print, 1980 
405 x 285mm

$2500 – $4000
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43

Ian MacDonald 
Whale Stranding at Muriwai 
Beach No. 1

signed and dated 1973 
type C print 
507 x 400mm

$1000 – $2000

45

Peter Black 
Untitled – from Breakdancing in  
New Zealand

gelatin silver print 
signed and inscribed Original Print 
verso 
322 x 490mm

$1000 – $2000

44

Ian MacDonald 
The Whale Stranding at 
Muriwai Beach

title inscribed and signed 
type C print 
507 x 400mm

$1000 – $2000
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46

Theo Schoon 
The Three Gourds

unique cibachrome print originally 
taken in 1967 and later printed in 
1982 by John Perry from the original 
ektachrome transparency 
original John Leech label affixed verso 
370 x 365mm

$2500 – $4000

48

Ans Westra 
Otara Homework Class

vintage gelatin silver print 
title inscribed, signed and 
dated 1964 verso 
185 x 225mm

$3000 – $4000

47

Ans Westra 
South African Conference, Victoria 
University, Wellington 1972. Hannah 
Jackson with the white feather of the 
Taranaki tribes

vintage gelatin silver print 
signed; title printed on artist’s original 
catalogue label affixed verso 
335 x 270mm

$2500 – $3500

49

Mark Adams 
Portrait of the Painter Tony Fomison

gold-toned silver bromide print 
title inscribed and dated 3 April 
1979 and inscribed At Grotto Road, 
Onehunga, Auckland. Su’a Suluape 
Paulo, Tufuga Tā Tatau verso
505 x 605mm

$3000 – $5000
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50

William Wegman 
Basic Fay

Iris print, 24/150 
signed; details printed on original 
Eyestorm catalogue label affixed verso 
460 x 360mm

$800 – $1500

52

Neil Pardington 
Town and Country

type C print, 2/10 
signed and dated 2000 verso 
500 x 700mm

$1000 – $2000

51

Neil Pardington 
Balloons

silver gelatin print, 1998 
500 x 700mm
Exhibited: ‘Elsewhere: Photographs 
by Neil Pardington’, City Gallery, 
Wellington, 10 March – 9 April 2000.

$1000 – $2000

53

Paul Hartigan 
The Flame Boutique

type C print 
title inscribed, signed and dated 1979 verso 
405 x 505mm 
Exhibited: ‘Photographs by Four Painters’, Real 
Pictures Gallery, Auckland, 1979.

$1000 – $2000
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54

Chapman Taylor 
The Open Road

gelatin silver print 
title inscribed and 
signed 
345 x 265mm

$500 – $900

56

Fiona Pardington 
Cay

gelatin silver print 
title inscribed, signed and dated 
1996 verso 
143 x 148mm

Exhibited: ‘One Night of love: Fiona 
Pardington’, Waikato Museum of 
Art and History, 6 October – 18 
November, 2001.

$1200 – $2000

55

C. Troughton Clark 
Untitled

bromoil print 
signed and inscribed 
Rotorua NZ
367 x 302mm

$800 – $1400

57

Fiona Pardington 
Melanie (Melons)

gelatin silver print 
title inscribed, signed and dated 
2000 verso 
165 x 165mm

Exhibited: ‘One Night of love: 
Fiona Pardington’, Waikato 
Museum of Art and History, 6 
October – 18 November, 2001. 

$1200 – $2000 

58 

Ava Seymour 
La Dormeuse

type C print 
title inscribed, signed and 
dated 2005 verso 
240 x 290mm

$700 – $1000

59

Jae Hoon Lee 
Tokyo Buddha

type C print, edition 
of 5 
305 x 1400mm

$1000 – $2000
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60

Matthew Couper 
La Cruz de las 
Animas del Arte

oil on tin 
title inscribed, 
signed and dated 
27th of June 2008 
250 x 197mm

$500 – $800

62

Peter Robinson 
ALL PRICES ON APPLICATION

oilstick on canvas

title inscribed 
400 x 350mm

$1500 – $2500

61

Richard Killeen 
Catalogue drawing

acrylic and watercolour 
on paper
title inscribed and 
signed 9.4.81 
750 x 560mm

$2500 – $4000

63

Fane Flaws 
Forgotten Fork

acrylic on perspex 
signed with artist’s initials F. F
590 x 387mm

$900 – $1200

64

Billy Apple 
The Artist Has To Live Like Everybody Else

limited edition screenprint commissioned for the 
NBR, June 4th 2003
title inscribed, signed and dated 2000 
270 x 390mm

Note: this was the artist’s first page work to occur 
in a business paper and was coordinated by John 
Daly-Peoples.

$1000 – $2000
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65

Gordon Walters 
Kapiti

screenprint, 52/75 
title inscribed, signed and dated ’84 
560 x 430mm

$5000 – $8000

67

Robin White 
Michael at Allan’s Beach

silkscreen print, 39/45 
title inscribed, signed and dated 10/75 
550 x 335m

$4000 – $6000

66

Don Binney 
Kaiarara Kaka, Great Barrier

silkscreen print, 14/150 
title inscribed, signed and dated ’82 
645 x 390mm

$3500 – $5000

68

Robin White 
Morris Commercial, Hokianga

silkscreen print, 7/50 
title inscribed, signed and dated ’78 
720 x 545mm

$6000 – $8000
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69

Julia Morison 
Amalgame No. 91

mixed media 
title inscribed, signed and dated 
’93 verso 
317 x 270mm: closed 
520 x 310 x 130mm: open 
(variable)

$6000 – $9000

71

et al. 
Autonomous Portable Units

screenprint on vinyl 
850 x 1200mm

$1500 – $3000

70

Stephen Bambury 
Siena (XXXIV)

23k gold, schlagmetal and acrylic 
on aluminium 
title inscribed, signed and dated 
1999 verso 
170 x 340mm: overall

$5000 – $7000

72

Julian Dashper 
Cass

silver gelatin print and pastel on paper, 9/10 (diptych) 
artist’s name, title and edition number printed 
600 x 1800mm: overall 
Reference: Gwen Stacey, ‘The Paintings of Julian Dashper’, 
Art New Zealand, No. 43, pp. 46 – 49.

$3000 – $5000
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73

John Pule 
E Fenonga e koe haau

lithograph and woodcut, 
14/34 
title inscribed, signed and 
dated 1999 
940 x 718mm

$3000 – $5000

75

Peter Robinson 
The Big Crunch

silkscreen print on linen, edition of 7 
title printed and dated 1998 on 
original Anna Bibby Gallery label 
affixed verso 
1500 x 1000mm

$5000 – $7000

74

Paul Hartigan 
The Phantom

Ultrachrome print, 7/50 
title inscribed, signed and dated 
2005 
950 x 642mm

$1500 – $2500

76

Pat Hanly 
Love Scene B

intaglio print with stencling, 19/26 
title inscribed, signed and dated ’68 
590 x 520mm

$2500 – $4000

77

Bill Hammond 
Eating, Drinking, Smoking

lithograph, triptych 
signed and dated 1972 
505 x 375mm: each panel 
505 x 1320mm: overall

$3500 – $5500

(detail)
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78

Guy Ngan 
Tiki Hands Transformation

acrylic and polyurethane on board 
title inscribed, signed and dated 1981 – 2001 
890 x 1210mm

Illustrated: Guy Ngan, Guy Ngan: Scrapbook No. 1 
(Auckland, 2010), unpaginated. 
Provenance: Private collection, Wellington.

$12 000 – $18 000  

79

Guy Ngan 
Eclipse
acrylic on board 
title inscribed, signed and dated 1991 
790 x 1190mm

Illustrated: Guy Ngan, Guy Ngan: Scrapbook No. 1 
(Auckland, 2010), unpaginated 
Provenance: Private collection, Wellington.

$12 000 – $18 000
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80

Guy Ngan 
Untitled
cast bronze on stone plinth 
signed and dated 1984 
200 x 200 x 215mm 
Provenance: Private collection, Auckland.

$20 000 – $30 000  
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81

Melinda Harper 
Untitled – 1B

acrylic on canvas 
signed and dated 2002 
and inscribed IB verso
200 x 150mm

$1200 – $1600

83

Tony de Lautour 
No. 80

oil on board 
inscribed No. 80
98 x 140mm 

$700 – $1000

82

Melinda Harper 
Untitled – 1A

acrylic on canvas 
signed and dated 2002 
and inscribed Ia verso
200 x 150mm

$1200 – $1600

84

Tony de Lautour 
Machine Gun Ace

oil on board 
title inscribed, signed and dated 
1995 and inscribed No. 48
88 x 90mm

$700 – $1000

85

Simon McIntyre 
Links VI

acrylic on paper 
title inscribed, signed 
and dated ’97 verso 
195 x 235mm

$600 – $900

86

Simon McIntyre 
Links V

acrylic on paper 
title inscribed, signed 
and dated ’97 verso 
195 x 235mm

$600 – $900
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87

Séraphine Pick 
Untitled

oil on linen 
signed and dated ‘01 
1220 x 1015mm

$14 000 – $18 000

88

Martin Poppelwell 
Study for Cobi

oil on linen 
title inscribed, signed and dated ‘09 
1378 x 1680mm

$10 000 – $16 000
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89

Ralph Hotere 
Te Whiti: from Hone Tuwhare’s ‘Not by Wind Ravaged’

acrylic and ink on paper
signed and dated ‘72 
525 x 425mm

Provenance: Private Collection, Wellington.

Reference: Gregory O’Brien, ‘Ploughing Ralph 
Hotere’s Te Whiti Series’, in Te Miringa Hohaia, 
Gregory O’Brien and Lara Strongman, Parihaka: 
The Art of Passive Resistance (Wellington, 2001), 
pp. 148-153.

$25 000 – $35 000



90

Ralph Hotere 
Les Saintes Maries de la Mer

acrylic and watercolour on 
papertitle inscribed, signed and 
dated Port Chalmers ’83 and 
inscribed Avignon Aramoana
770 x 565mm

Provenance: Private Collection, 
Wellington.

$30 000 – $40 000



91

Michael Illingworth 
Flower Painting

oil on canvas 
title inscribed, signed and dated ’68 verso 
355 x 257mm

$22 000 – $30 000
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92

Tony de Lautour 
Under World 3

acrylic on linen 
title inscribed, signed and 
dated 2006 
2100 x 2250mm

$20 000 – $30 000
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93

Colin McCahon 
Northland

oil on canvas 
signed and dated 11.9.62 
860 x 830mm

Reference: Colin McCahon database  
(www.mccahon.co.nz): CM000635

Provenance: Private collection, Auckland.

$85 000 – $125 000 

Colin McCahon’s mature style was already well-established when he made this 
striking work in 1962. The intense involvement with biblical narrative seen in the 
Elias works of the late ‘50s was temporarily behind the artist, replaced by an 
equally immersive preoccupation with formal concerns, notably stimulated by the 
paintings of Mondrian and his abandonment of the conventional picture plane. This 
prolonged investigation resulted in McCahon’s famous Gates series of 1961-62, 
in which the artist very consciously explored various methods of upsetting the 
pictorial window-frame, while continuing to address his visceral response to the 
essential landforms of New Zealand. Northland belongs stylistically as much with 
the Gates works as with the closely related Northland series, and is powered 
by a strong motivation to find non-traditional perspective techniques. As with 
other works of this period, McCahon is ‘coming at’ the land from an off-centre 
angle, as though swooping down from above. This is a theme he had previously 
explored in a commission from Tasman Empire Airways Ltd (TEAL), and here there 
is definitely a feeling of the flyover treatment. The orientation of the viewpoint, or 
the angle of the viewfinder, to put in another way, changes radically from work to 
work during this period of McCahon’s production, as the artist grapples mightily 
to wrestle the grandeur of the landscape into his frames. In fact the angle of 
approach is always very carefully considered in McCahon’s oeuvre, whether the 
subject is landscape or figurative, and is never haphazard. It is fascinating to see 
how, through a sequence of works like the Gates series, the artist takes a variety 
of angled approaches to the subject in the frame, sometimes sharply inclined as 
though banking in an aircraft, at other times pulling up squarely and re-orientating 
his viewfinder so it’s level and front-on to the horizon. This pilot-like engagement 
persists throughout the mature period of McCahon’s work, but it emerges most 
boldly during the breakthrough years of the late ‘50s and early ‘60s, when he 
effectively restructured his whole vision and performance to find new ways to 
express the impact of the land on his psyche.

In this important work, looming and luminous hill forms, emerging from the 
blackness of a possibly moonlit scene, evoke a sense of abstract, natural forms, 
encountered in the setting of Northland hills at night. The low, spectral lighting 
reduces the hills to their most elemental geometry, suggesting planetary 
phenomena, while the collateral absence of any human traces emphasizes the 
loneliness of the narrow, high peninsula suspended between two oceans, rugged 
earth, and ominous sky.

Oliver Stead
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The Ben Ohau range lies to the east of Lake Ohau in the heart of the 
MacKenzie Country. For the more intrepid among us you can hike to 
the top and be rewarded with 360 degree views of Ohau, Benmore 
and Pukaki. Further west and far more isolated than Grahame 
Sydney’s own beloved Maniototo, Evening at Ben Ohau is part of a 
subtle shift in the artist’s practice towards an increased and refined 
painterly absence. 

Slowly the dilapidated sheds, railway tracks, crossings and the 
empty train stations appear increasingly infrequently as the artist 
slowly peels away the extraneous, the ephemeral and the foreign 
to leave his landscapes devoid of human intervention. In paintings 
such as Evening at Ben Ohau there is nothing to distract the viewer’s 
attention from the beauty of the natural world. It’s as if the master-
painter has spent half a life time arriving at this; searching, studying 
and refining his craft so as he could meet the challenge of pure 
landscape painting. It was this challenge that is responsible, in part, 
for driving him further west and also, a few years after Evening at 
Ben Ohau was painted, to undertake repeat trips to Antarctica, the 
ultimate land of silence and absence. 

It is in the west where the sun goes down and it is the setting sun 
which sets the sombre tone of Evening at Ben Ohau. As Brian Turner 
has pointed out, there is little in the artist’s landscapes which say 
life is easy here, and Sydney presents the isolated Ben Ohau range 
as luminous, transcendent and beautiful as well as vast, empty and 
inhospitable. Sydney bathes the range in light and shade, enhancing 
the angular forms of the range and building the latent drama of his 
vacant mise-en-scene with no actors or props. 

Veracity and verisimilitude may well be the go-to adjectives used 
to describe the artist’s obvious painterly skill and craft but, for me, 
Sydney’s great skill is not his ability to isolate and faithfully render the 
land but rather to remind us of the unique beauty and fragility of it. It 
does take some effort to find out but, like the hike to the top of Ben 
Ohau, it is well worth it. 

Ben Plumbly

94

Grahame Sydney 
Evening at Ben Ohau

oil on linen 
signed and dated 1994; original Dunedin Public Art 
Gallery exhibition label affixed verso 
705 x 1115mm

Illustrated: Michael Findlay, Brian Turner et al., The 
Art of Grahame Sydney, (Dunedin, 2000), p. 119.
Grahame Sydney, Brian Turner and Owen Marshall, 
Timeless Land (Auckland, 1995). Plate ii.

Exhibited: Dunedin Public Art Gallery 1999

Provenance: Private collection, Otago.

$85 000 – $125 000
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95

Allen Maddox 
Caroline and John

oil on canvas 
title inscribed, signed with artist’s initials A.M 
and dated 6/97 verso 
1210 x 1820mm

$25 000 – $35 000
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96

Karl Maughan 
Stella

oil on canvas 
title inscribed, signed and dated Feb 1997 verso 
1350 x 1650mm

$14 000 – $20 000
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97

Peter Stichbury 
Untitled

acrylic on linen 
signed and dated 
1999/2000 verso 
605 x 605mm

$25 000 – $35 000
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98

Rose Nolan 
More

synthetic polymer paint on hessian 
title inscribed 
3590 x 1000mm

Provenance: Purchased by the current owner 
from Hamish McKay Gallery, Wellington.

$8000 – $12 000



99

Neil Dawson 
Touchdown

acrylic on steel and brass, 1990 
accompanied by signed certificate 
and installation intructions 
910 x 1215mm

$6000 – $9000

100

Terry Stringer 
Untitled – Three Part Portrait

screenprinted aluminium 
signed and dated ’89 
200 x 320 x 20mm

$1000 – $2000

101

Paratene Matchitt 
Untitled

mixed media 
signed and dated July 1991 
320 x 280 x 100mm

$800 – $1400

102

Don Driver 
At the Gym

mixed media 
970 x 500 x 500mm

$4500 – $7000
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103

Theo Schoon 
Abstract Design

coloured pencil and ink on paper 
signed and dated ‘62 
300 x 230mm

$1000 – $1500

104

Theo Schoon 
Abstract Design

ink on paper 
signed and dated ‘62 
275 x 185mm

$1000 – $1500

105

E. Mervyn Taylor 
Squirrels

woodblock print 
signed 
210 x 210mm

$1500 – $2500

106

Adele Younghusband 
Bowl with Fruit

colour linocut 
title inscribed, signed 
and dated 1950 
210 x 158mm

$1000 – $2000

107

Adele Younghusband 
Skipping Maids

linocut, 12/30 
title inscribed, signed and 
dated 1937 
265 x 185mm

$1500 – $2500
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108

Ann Robinson 
Flax Vase

cast glass, 1/1
signed and dated 1997 
295 x 355 x 250mm

$17 000 – $25 000
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109

Emma Camden 
Cross

cast glass
signed 
650 x 360 x 240mm

$4000 – $7000

110

Layla Walter 
Thread Line Vase No3

cast glass
signed and dated 2000 
400 x 180 x 180mm

$3800 – $5000

111

Trudi Kroef 
Internal Space Bowl

cast glass and slip cast porcelain
signed and dated 2004 
240 x 240 x 190mm

$2500 – $3500

112

Sofia Tekela-Smith 
The Bust of Ngaire Coley

fibreglass and acrylic with pendant in 
gold lipped mother of pearl, 2003

450 x 210mm

$2500 – $3500
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113

Ruben Paterson 
Untitled

acrylic and glitter on canvas 
signed and dated 2009 
1015 x 1015mm

$10 000 – $15 000

114

Andrew Barber 
Study No. 18

oil on linen 
title inscribed, signed and dated 
2007 verso 
1370 x 1370mm

$5500 – $7500
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115

Seraphine Pick 
Untitled

oil and graphite on canvas 
1673 x 1375mm

$12 000 – $18 000

116

Allen Maddox 
Untitled – Cross

oil on jute 
signed with artist’s initials A.M and dated ’87 verso
930 x 915mm

$12 000 – $18 000
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117

Shane Cotton 
Whaka Kite Nga

acrylic on canvas 
title inscribed, signed and dated 1999 
550 x 1010mm

$30 000 – $40 000
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118

Colin McCahon 
Waterfall

enamel and sand on board, 1964 
303 x 303mm

Reference: Colin McCahon database  
(www.mccahon.co.nz) cm000507

Provenance: Private Collection, Auckland.

$38 000 – $50 000
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119

Richard Killeen 
Two Men

oil on board 
title inscribed, signed and dated 1968 verso 
675 x 675mm

Exhibited: ‘Interiors: Paintings 1968 – 1969’, 
Peter McLeavey Gallery, Wellington, 1998; 
‘Stories We Tell Ourselves’, Auckland Art 
Gallery Toi o Tāmaki, 9 September –  
5 December, 1999.

Illustrated: Francis Pound, Stories We Tell 
Ourselves: The Paintings of Richard Killeen 
(Auckland Art Gallery, 1999), p. 49.

Provenance: Private Collection, Wellington.

$25 000 – $35 000

In Richard Killeen’s recent show of computer-generated images at the Ivan 
Anthony Gallery entitled Interiors, figures of domestic animals and insects 
contain bits of themselves bedded inside themselves. The theme of the mise en 
abyme — of the abyss of the interior — has been with Killeen from the outset 
of his career. We find it in his early realist paintings of the late 1960s (these are 
full of inserts of other paintings: a Clyfford Still or sometimes a self-portrait). 
Perhaps unsurprisingly, Killeen used the same title, Interiors, when he showed 
these paintings again at the Peter McLeavey Gallery in 1998. Men and women 
in domestic settings, placed carefully in what New Zealand vernacular calls the 
‘sitting room’ — rooms full of sitters for paintings. A year after Two Men Killeen 
produced a series of women in leotards engaged in callisthenics alongside 
oversized sitting room armchairs, which themselves take on anthropomorphic 
qualities. Notice, too, how the green sofa of Two Men pulsates with its own life. 
In contrast, like the cardboard cut-outs of famous footballers or the archetypal 
local constable we sometimes find in shopping malls, Killeen’s figure doesn’t 
seem fully fleshed at all and his hands are placed awkwardly, as if for reasons 
of compositional symmetry more than anything else. In a haunting fashion, and 
imbued with modern melancholia, Killeen’s figures of this period always suggest 
what is beside or in front of themselves, pointing to the empty space alongside 
which their undefinable lives unfold. Curiously, too, the faces of these figures 
possess a phantasmagorical vacuousness, and yet bear uncanny similarities. Are 
they all perhaps self-portraits? Killeens within a Killeen within a Killeen… They 
remind me of the character Max Headroom of the British-produced science fiction 
television series of the late 1980s. With a smooth orange-brown face, dressed in 
a shiny dark suit and sporting Wayfarer Ray-Bans only Max’s head and shoulders 
were depicted, usually against a ‘computer-generated’ backdrop of a slowly 
rotating wire-frame cube interior. The central figure of Two Men quietly occupies 
his space, but also seems to be looking into our space as spectator, so that as we 
look at the painting our gaze is petrified. The figure is serene and absolute, and is 
possessed by a strange detachment, as is the man in the painting with his back 
to us whose gaze is also blocked because he cannot see out through the closed 
venetian blind. Two Men, of course, does not depict ‘two men’, since one is already 
embedded inside another painting. But you will want to object, there are two 
men in Killeen’s painting. The conundrum also illustrates what Guy Debord, in an 
unheralded (at the time Killeen was painting) but subsequently influential thesis, 
referred to as the “society of spectacle” where social relations among people are 
mediated entirely by images. It is a hint of a world in which all that was directly 
lived is now distanced in a representation.

Laurence Simmons
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120120

Ralph Hotere Ralph Hotere 
Port Chalmers Painting No. 15

acrylic on canvasacrylic on canvas
title inscribed, signed and dated ’72; title inscribed, signed and dated ’72; 
original Hotere Exhibition 1963-73 
catalogue label affixed verso catalogue label affixed verso 
1200 x 1200mm1200 x 1200mm

Provenance: Private Collection, Provenance: Private Collection, 
Wellington.Wellington.

$120 000 – $160 000$120 000 – $160 000

This canvas stands as near unique in the artist’s oeuvre. This canvas stands as near unique in the artist’s oeuvre. 
Over the course of six decades Hotere has mined the rich Over the course of six decades Hotere has mined the rich 
symbolic and formal properties of the non-colour black. symbolic and formal properties of the non-colour black. 
The Black Paintings from the years immediately prior to the The Black Paintings from the years immediately prior to the 
Port Chalmers series of which this canvas is numbered 15 Port Chalmers series of which this canvas is numbered 15 
constitute one of the most recognisable in all of Hotere’s constitute one of the most recognisable in all of Hotere’s 
various bodies of works. The Black Paintings are invariably various bodies of works. The Black Paintings are invariably 
finished in a hi-sheen or satin enamel; Hotere was a finished in a hi-sheen or satin enamel; Hotere was a 
pioneer of non-traditional, industrial paint application pioneer of non-traditional, industrial paint application 
processes. The resulting gleaming surfaces serve to reel processes. The resulting gleaming surfaces serve to reel 
the viewer ‘into’ the work as a ghostly tonal presence. the viewer ‘into’ the work as a ghostly tonal presence. 
There is always an unsettling sense that as one tries to get There is always an unsettling sense that as one tries to get 
a bead on the work ‘it’ is peering right back at you. As one a bead on the work ‘it’ is peering right back at you. As one 
moves for a better angle a doppelgänger silently stalks.moves for a better angle a doppelgänger silently stalks.

This shadowing effect renders the relationship of art object This shadowing effect renders the relationship of art object 
and gaze inviolate, even hermetic. The Black Paintings both and gaze inviolate, even hermetic. The Black Paintings both 
engage and confront – their perfect sheen outs the viewer engage and confront – their perfect sheen outs the viewer 
and acknowledges the surface of the work as anything but and acknowledges the surface of the work as anything but 
impassive.impassive.

So what are the Port Chalmers paintings doing? In So what are the Port Chalmers paintings doing? In 
these works the surface is a deadpan matt, the earlier these works the surface is a deadpan matt, the earlier 
inky blacks morph into a variety of charcoals and deep inky blacks morph into a variety of charcoals and deep 
purples - number 15 is a perfect cocoa brown. Many of purples - number 15 is a perfect cocoa brown. Many of 
the compositional motifs remain from the earlier works: the compositional motifs remain from the earlier works: 
circles, crosses and simple arrangements of line. To circles, crosses and simple arrangements of line. To 
this highly reduced lexicon of visual tools is added a this highly reduced lexicon of visual tools is added a 
ghosted and heavy haunched square. It is articulated ghosted and heavy haunched square. It is articulated 
in this canvas as a modulation of pigment intensity or in this canvas as a modulation of pigment intensity or 
charcoal underpainting. It seems to become slightly more charcoal underpainting. It seems to become slightly more 
pronounced as one’s eye moves down the canvas, or pronounced as one’s eye moves down the canvas, or 
alternatively it becomes submerged or ‘lost’ as it abuts alternatively it becomes submerged or ‘lost’ as it abuts 
with the horizontal arm of the fine black cross, but it is hard with the horizontal arm of the fine black cross, but it is hard 
to tell. You really have to work at it to figure out the visual to tell. You really have to work at it to figure out the visual 
construction of the work; the superstructure is almost construction of the work; the superstructure is almost 
concealed like the mechanics of a perfect racing car. concealed like the mechanics of a perfect racing car. 
Sinuous and slippery on the outside yet bursting with hard Sinuous and slippery on the outside yet bursting with hard 
edged horsepower within.edged horsepower within.

All the while at the bottom of the canvas some form All the while at the bottom of the canvas some form 
of elemental action is taking place and this reads as of elemental action is taking place and this reads as 
movement. Glowing embers? Dead Trees at night? The movement. Glowing embers? Dead Trees at night? The 
Southern Lights? The curtain is lifted and we have a Southern Lights? The curtain is lifted and we have a 
reveal… but of what? Again, not sure.reveal… but of what? Again, not sure.

Port Chalmers Painting No. 15 is an ambient painting if  is an ambient painting if 
such a sonic term can be shoehorned into the service of such a sonic term can be shoehorned into the service of 
discussing a Ralph Hotere canvas. In the 1970s John Cage discussing a Ralph Hotere canvas. In the 1970s John Cage 
and Brian Eno created Ambient music which, if a painterly and Brian Eno created Ambient music which, if a painterly 
term can be dragooned into the service of a musical term can be dragooned into the service of a musical 
discussion, could be defined as the music of negative discussion, could be defined as the music of negative 
spaces.spaces.

This fits with Hotere’s deployment of text in this period and This fits with Hotere’s deployment of text in this period and 
more directly the artist’s collaborations with the poet Bill more directly the artist’s collaborations with the poet Bill 
Manhire in bodies of work such at the Manhire in bodies of work such at the Dawn Water Poem Dawn Water Poem 
and and Malady series. series.

These works from the late sixties and early seventies These works from the late sixties and early seventies 
constitute a series of albums of formal possibilities constitute a series of albums of formal possibilities 
generated by juxtapositions of minimal colour, the allowing generated by juxtapositions of minimal colour, the allowing 
for and the denial of metaphorical and symbolic readings, for and the denial of metaphorical and symbolic readings, 
graduations of tone, sheen, pigment weight and fine graduations of tone, sheen, pigment weight and fine 
geometric interventions. geometric interventions. 

The leathery brown matt ochre, submerged square and The leathery brown matt ochre, submerged square and 
subterranean fire presented in subterranean fire presented in Port Chalmers Painting 
No.15No.15 form part of a relentless series of experiments  form part of a relentless series of experiments 
whose haunting power runs like a low wattage bass line whose haunting power runs like a low wattage bass line 
through Hotere’s art of the early 1970s. The artist looks to through Hotere’s art of the early 1970s. The artist looks to 
other modes of expression: poetry, theatre and music to other modes of expression: poetry, theatre and music to 
compose his own silent but thrilling concerto.compose his own silent but thrilling concerto.

Hamish ConeyHamish Coney
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Pat Hanly 
Cottage Mixture

oil on board
signed and dated 1969 
1210 x 1225mm

Illustrated: Gregory O’Brien,  
Pat Hanly (Auckland 2012), p.159

$75 000 – $100 000

1969 marked the end of the Flower Power sixties, swinging or otherwise. The last flourish 
was Woodstock and that was pretty much it for peace, love and understanding. The sunny 
60’s epitomised by the Beatles and Carnaby Street would be swept aside by December 
’69 with the violence of Altamont, Vietnam going bad at a rate of knots, and middle class 
cultists like Charles Manson. Watergate was just a phone-tap away. By the time Pat Hanly 
painted Cottage Mixture in 1969 innocence and grooviness were fast going the way of 
bell-bottoms.

Pat Hanly (1932 – 2004) was a young expat artist in Britain in the late 1950s, returning to 
New Zealand before the sixties and Pop Art really gathered a head of steam. However the 
immediate milieu of explosive generational change in the visual arts was well underway in 
Britain in the time Hanly was resident there on and off from 1957 to 1962. 

What marks Hanly apart in the New Zealand context – an exuberant, almost 
Mediterranean approach to colour – was something he would have found in great 
measure in London in the immediate years before Pop art became the defining movement 
of the mid 1960s. With its gaudy rock’n’roll swagger Pop pretty much clear-felled that 
curious mix of romantic realism and lyrical abstraction that characterised the British 
response to American Abstract Expressionism in the mid 1950s and early 60s. However, 
Hanly’s escape from New Zealand was perfectly timed; the artistic scene he found at 
the time would have a long lasting influence on his philosophical and painterly direction. 
The fusion of the intensely organic English pastoral landscape tradition with the painterly 
exuberance of abstract expressionism was the defining achievement of a generation of 
British artists including Victor Passmore, Patrick Heron, Peter Lanyon and Alan Davie: 
modernising the former whilst anglicising the latter.

The spiritual home for these artists was the Cornwall town of St.Ives. Rural, romantic and 
just a little louche – it was the antithesis of the avowedly urban pop movement. These 
ideas of ancient, pagan traditions rooted in the land expressed via a – dare one say it – 
psychedelic approach to colour and the act of painting itself were ambrosia to Hanly and 
an inspiration for him to take a more daring and sensual approach to his own painting.

By the time Hanly paints Cottage Mixture in 1969 his painterly dexterity is nearing its 
zenith. This humble backyard Mt. Eden scene is alive with brilliant colour articulated 
via a funky assortment of blobs, splatters, sprays, spurts, dribbles and dreamy, creamy 
interventions of pigment. Hanly’s palette of corals, apricots, salmons, indigoes, teals and 
all manner of yellows invents a New Zealand of delirious sensory rapture. 

The result can only be described as pure painting. As Hanly’s immediate work after 
Cottage Mixture so surely demonstrates the good times could not keep a-rolling forever 
– the 70’s would be the years of the Pintado Protest and the 80’s the End of the Golden 
Age. But in this incandescent canvas Hanly farewells the sweet optimism of the 60’s in 
joyful technicolour.

Hamish Coney
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122

Judy Millar 
Barbeque Plaid

oil on canvas 
signed and dated 2003; 
original Gow Langsford 
Gallery label affixed verso 
1935 x 3345mm

$40 000 – $50 000

Judy Millar’s current work Barbeque Plaid, 2003, has a title and scale 
that plays on three-dimensionality that was evident in her Venice 
Biennale installation in 2009. Although in this case the canvas is a 
traditional two dimensional structure that sits snugly to a wall, the title 
refers to a woven sensibility. The coloured sections appear to move 
either forward or recede in the picture plane in a ‘push-pull’ effect 
according to Hans Hoffman’s theories on how we perceive colour. 

Millar’s gestural mark is fluid and constantly moving, shaped with 
the bare hand in full arm sweep across a canvas surface. Her canvas 
supports are immaculately prepared with a smooth gesso surface and 
a layer of wax that allows the sweeps of oil paint to bite. Sometimes 
islands of pigment remain. Sometimes the pigment collects in rivulets 
bearing the skeletal remains of the brushmark. Overall the allure of 
the underpainting is mined and brought to the surface, so that the 
viewer sees the incandescent pinks and aerated lime greens that had 
been put down first. Even sections of white undisturbed canvas find 
their way to the surface. Anthony Byrt, in writing on Millar’s 2002 
show at Gow Langsford Gallery, described this process as ‘painting 
backwards’.

This painting process that Millar evokes is a careful act—theatre, even. 
The marks that remain for the viewer in the aftermath of the show fulfil 
the role of text to be read and referenced back to the abstract painting 
tradition of Gordon Walters or even Roy Lichtenstein. Such marks do 
not have the ‘authentic’ bravura of the abstract expressionist whose 
soul is bared, dissected and bleeding on the canvas surface. Millar’s 
marks are the referential marks of a postmodernist. 

Even so, Jennifer Gross, Curator of Modern and Contemporary 
Art at Yale University Art Gallery, asks in her introduction to the 
catalogue for Judy Millar’s 2009 Venice installation at the Church 
of La Maddalena: ‘Who has the power to question the veracity and 
significance of the creative gesture?’ It is like a rhetorical question 
of viewers’ faith drowning out the postmodernist heathen. Her 
large abstractions have the ability to stop the viewer in their tracks 
and immerse themselves in the vitality and energy that she clearly 
generates from her position poised in front of the canvas. Her Venice 
installation had the canvas shaped, draped, fluted and rolled in 
three dimensions, with a passing nod the vibrant three dimensional 
overpainting of walls and objects by the German artist Katarina 
Grosse. Above all, Millar responds to the voices of her generation.

Peter James Smith
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Tony de Lautour 
Love Hate

oil on canvas 
signed and dated 1995 verso 
1605 x 2000mm

$15 000 – $20 000
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124

Tony Fomison 
Untitled No. 211 (Face on the Water)

oil on canvasboard 
title inscribed verso (twice) and dated ’78; original 
Elva Bett Gallery blind stamp applied verso 
305 x 390mm

$20 000 – $30 000
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125

Evelyn Page 
Still Life No. 3

oil on canvasboard 
signed with artist’s monogram; title inscribed, 
signed and dated 1973 verso 
340 x 350mm

$20 000 – $28 000

126

Marcus King 
Kaikoura

oil on canvas board
signed 
375 x 300mm

$1000 – $2000
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127

Peter McIntyre 
Untitled – Study after Rock Drawings

ink and wash on paper
signed 
600 x 480mm

$3000 – $5000

128

Peter McIntyre 
Fishing boats, Salonika

oil on board 
signed 
395 x 545mm

$12 000 – $15 000
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129

Richard Lewer 
Worship

oil and graphite on aluminium 
signed and variously inscribed 
1145 x 1145mm

$6500 – $8500

130

Tony de Lautour 
Love Hate

oil on canvas 
signed and dated 1994 verso 
140 x 205mm

$800 – $1400

131

Euan MacLeod 
Vertical Figures/Seascape No. 8

oil on canvas 
title inscribed, signed and dated 
6-7/96 verso 
510 x 375mm

$1500 – $2500

132

Jacqueline Fraser 
Arms dump

oil stick on cream and red 
aquataine print 
title inscribed, signed and 
dated 14.7.2002 
320 x 320mm

$1000 – $1500

133

Jacqueline Fraser 
The Recent Standoff

oil stick on blue water 
stained taffeta 
title inscribed, signed and 
dated 14.7.2002 
320 x 320mm

$1000 – $1500
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134

Simon Kaan 
Untitled – Manaia

oil on board 
signed and dated 2008; 
inscribed For Black Barn verso
360 x 545mm

$3500 – $4500

135

Margaret Dawson 
Common White Clematis

laser print, 1/3 
title inscribed, signed and dated May 
1994 and inscribed For Prostrate Group 
Exhibition, High Street Project, Chch on 
artist’s original label affixed verso 
210 x 170mm

$500 – $700

136

Glenn Wolfgramm 
Auckland

acrylic on canvas 
signed and dated 2007 verso 
840 x 1370mm

$1000 – $2000

137

Callum Arnold 
Gorge

oil on linen 
title inscribed, signed and 
dated 2006 verso 
605 x 1010mm

$1000 – $2000
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139

Jeffrey Harris 
Down 

mixed media and 
collage on paper 
title inscribed, signed 
and dated 1986  
805 x 1225mm

$6000 – $9000

138

Jacqueline Fraser 
Really, I only came to see her 
luscious flirt with disaster

oilstick on fabric
title inscribed, signed with artist’s 
initials and dated 11.6.2009 
300 x 300mm

$1000 – $1500

140

Denys Watkins 
Marlin

acrylic on canvas 
title inscribed, signed 
and dated 1992 
850 x 850mm

$4000 – $6000
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141

Samantha Mitchell 
…. Just Wanna

acrylic on perspex 
title inscribed, signed 
and dated 2007 verso 
800 x 700mm

$4000 – $6000

142

Séraphine Pick 
Moore’s Valley

oil on linen 
signed and dated 2007 
402 x 505mm

Illustrated: Felicity Milburn, Lara Strongman, et.al., 
Séraphine Pick (Christchurch Art Gallery, 2009), 
pp. 94 -95, 96.

$3500 – $5000
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143

Heather Straka 
Section Lift Shaft

oil on cotton mounted to board 
title inscribed, signed and 
dated 2000 
740 x 900mm

$4000 – $6000

144

Samantha Mitchell 
Mr Lucky – 1943

acrylic on perspex 
title inscribed, signed and 
dated 2011 verso 
560 x 430mm

$7000 – $8000
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145

James Cousins 
The Liars Club 

acrylic on canvas 
title inscribed, signed and 
dated ’06 verso 
950 x 850mm

$4000 – $7000

146

Rohan Wealleans 
Yellow Draw

house paint on found drawer 
title inscribed, signed and 
dated 2001 verso 
720 x 350 x 140mm

$3000 – $5000
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147

Peter Siddell 
Untitled

oil on canvas 
signed and dated ’77 
276 x 225mm

$2500 – $5000

148

Stanley Palmer 
Untitled

oil on canvas on board 
signed and dated ‘02 
605 x 825mm

$6000 – $8000

150

Toss Woollaston 
Pah Hill

watercolour 
signed; title inscribed 
and dated 1974 verso 
255 x 355mm

$3000 – $4000

152

Louise Henderson 
Reclining Figure

ink and pastel on paper 
signed and dated ’57; 
inscribed Sketch made on 
the train in Yugoslavia verso
260 x 350mm

$800 – $1200

151

Ruth Cole 
Corrugated Iron Shed, 
Kaipara Valley

oil on linen 
title inscribed, signed 
and dated 1987 verso 
970 x 1310mm

$800 – $1500

149

Adele Younghusband 
Still Life with Vase of 
Flowers and Pot Plant

watercolour 
signed 
245 x 300mm

$600 – $900
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153

Roger Mortimer 
Feels Strange to Write

oil and gesso on canvas, diptych 
title inscribed, signed and dated 2003 verso 
660 x 480mm: each 
660 x 960mm: overall

$4000 – $6000

154

Heather Straka 
Q13, Q14 and Q15

oil on cotton mounted to board 
title inscribed, signed and dated 
2001 each panel verso 
650 x 500mm; each panel

$6000 – $8000
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155

John Hurrell 
Bars in Two Directions

acrylic on canvas, 1979 
original Auckland Art Gallery exhibition 
label affixed verso 
1250 x 1355mm

Exhibited: ‘The Numbers Game’, The 
Dowse Art Museum, Wellington.

Illustrated: The Grid: Lattice and Network 
(Auckland Art Gallery), 2000, p.24

$1500 – $2500

157

Ian Scott 
Lattice No. 52

acrylic on canvas 
title inscribed and 
signed verso 
1520 x 1520mm

$7000 – $10 000

158

Agnes Wood 
Conversation Piece

oil and alkyd on board 
signed; title inscribed, signed 
and dated Feb. 1984 verso 
257 x 290mm

$500 – $800

159

Agnes Wood 
The Song in the Wilderness

oil and alkyd on board 
signed; title inscribed, signed 
and inscribed Bible Stories 
verso 
285 x 290mm

$500 – $800

156

Don Peebles 
Untitled

acrylic on canvas 
signed and dated 1991 verso 
915 x 658mm

$4000 – $6000
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160

Dick Frizzell 
Untitled – The Racecourse

lithograph, 73/75 
signed and dated ’99 
522 x 710mm

$800 – $1200

161

Dick Frizzell 
Back and Forth

lithograph, 73/75 
signed and dated ’99 
522 x 710mm

$1000 – $2000

163

John Pule 
Ka Malepi e manu, 
live mai

linocut, 2/18 
title inscribed, 
signed and dated 
1997 
370 x 940mm

$800 – $1200

165

Bill Hammond 
Fish Finder 1

lithograph, 31/45 
title inscribed, signed 
and dated 2003 
570 x 455mm

$2500 – $3500

164

John Pule 
Tuagafale Lologo

lithograph and 
woodcut, 5/32 
title inscribed, signed 
and dated 1998 
770 x 740mm

$2000 – $3000

166

Bill Hammond 
Giant Eagle

etching, 18/24 
title inscribed, signed 
and dated 2006 
210 x 143mm

$1000 – $1200

162

Gordon Walters 
Kura

screenprint, 65/150 
title inscribed, signed 
and dated 1982 
750 x 565mm

$5000 – $8000
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167

Ralph Hotere 
Window in Spain

mixed media on paper 
title inscribed, signed and dated 
Menorca ’78 verso 
300 x 226mm

$7000 – $10 000

169

Shane Cotton 
Cell Study – Mutation

watercolour and pencil 
on paper
signed and dated 3.4.90 
285 x 200mm

$1200 – $2000

170

Pat Hanly 
Figures on the Beach

ink, pastel and watercolour on 
paper 
signed with artist’s initials P. H 
and dated ’78; title inscribed, 
signed and dated verso 
220 x 170mm

$4000 – $6000

168

Pat Hanly 
Paradise Bird Escapes Bather

screenprint, 29/50
signed and dated MMI (2001) 
1060 x 750mm

$2500 – $3500
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172

Eion Stevens 
Seascape Number 37

oil on canvasboard 
title inscribed, signed and 
dated 2002 verso 
560 x 585mm

$900 – $1400

173

Eion Stevens 
After della Francesca

oil on board 
title inscribed, signed and 
dated 2002 verso 
615 x 710mm

$900 – $1400

171

Peata Larkin 
I Am Tuhourangi II

mixed media on canvas 
title inscribed, signed and 
dated 07 verso 
1460 x 1800 x 90mm

$12 000 – $16 000
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174

Lois McIvor 
Untitled – West Coast 
Landscape

oil on canvas 
signed and dated ’85 
700 x 900mm

$800 – $1500

175

Esther Leigh 
Slide

acrylic on Masonite 
title inscribed, signed 
and dated ’97 verso 
600 x 610mm

$600 – $900

177

Nigel Brown 
Space Family

acrylic on paper 
signed with artist’s initials N. B 
and dated ’78; original Elva Bett 
Gallery blindstamp applied verso 
445 x 303mm

$1000 – $2000

176

George Baloghy 
Untitled – Landscape 
with Sheep and Ruins

oil on canvas 
signed with artist’s 
initials G. B 
400 x 400mm

$600 – $900
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178

Stanley Palmer 
J’Accuse

screenprint 
signed and dated ‘85 
475 x 750mm

$500 – $1000

180

Dick Frizzell 
Sambuca Verde

screenprint, a/p 
signed and dated ‘96 
600 x 430mm

$800 – $1500

181

Dick Frizzell 
Sambuca Rosso

screenprint, a/p 
signed and dated ‘96 
600 x 430mm 

$800 – $1500

182

Dick Frizzell 
Sambuca Bianca

screenprint, a/p 
signed and dated ‘96 
600 x 430mm 

$800 – $1500

183

Dick Frizzell 
Sambuca Blue

screenprint, a/p 
signed and dated ‘96 
600 x 430mm 

$800 – $1500

179

Dick Frizzell 
Sambuca Nero

screenprint, a/p 
signed and dated ‘96 
600 x 430mm

$800 – $1500
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2. 
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